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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor

We have revised our manuscript according to your kind and valuable comments.

We highlighted the changes in the manuscript in PINK colour.

Please note that Mr T Singhal is added as co-author for his contribution to the article.

We would take this opportunity to thank you very much for excellent updating and contact and valuable points raised to improve our manuscript.

Here are the points and our responses:

"Having read the manuscript and the peer-reviewers' comments, I feel that we should suggest that authors revise and resubmit this manuscript. The entity (of a lactobezoar) is rare and so fulfills our 'novelty' criteria, but the case has not been coherently reported. There needs to be more detail about what the authors did earlier on (for example in the second paragraph of the Case Presentation section). When I read this manuscript up to this point, I was left wondering what the authors did to 'cure' this teenager. It was only when I got to the 3rd paragraph of the Discussion section that I found out what they did and why. So some re-writing to bring details of the actual procedure 'forward' in the case report is needed.

A: It has been addressed in the second para of case presentation section.

Finally, the sentence:

"Other surgical methods such as pyloroplasty, which has a greater physiological impact than a gastrojejunostomy, was considered unsuitable in this case as the site of obstruction was located in the distal duodenum.".. must be referenced.

A: It has been addressed

Kind regards
Mr Hussain
Correspondence author